Math & Cherry Farms in Mattawa

- The cherry bucket is paid between the range $3.25 – $3.75.

- Basically each time the cherry bucket is filled as required they dump the cherry into a bin and you hand them your card (new card per day) with numbers 1-100 and they hole punch your card.

- Partners such as mother and father produce around 120 to 160 buckets per day. So the wage varies depending where your working or how long the weather lets you work.
We can take the example of cherry picking to create a math problem. Taking those buckets picked per day and multiplying them by the price per bucket. We can insert variables that affect harvesting strategies, like weather or having a partner. This is one fundamental skill from their cultural background they will be comfortable and exited to work with.

**Example**

You are picking cherries. You have 6 hours to fill as many buckets as you can. By the end of the working session you completed 30 buckets of cherries. If the cherry buckets are being paid at rate of $3.75 per bucket, how much money did you earn?

How much could you earn if you worked with a partner? Explain why.